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Brothers â€“ Clan Special â€“ MarshallThis book contains characters from the Brothers- Pack Special
series of books.Marshall hated having Coleâ€™s mate, Mari around, and the damn woman wanted
to make friends with him. Landon had decreed that everyone had to play nicely with the she-wolf,
but when she pushes Marshall to the limits, he decides to take off for the bar.What he expected to
find was solace in the bottom of a few bottles. What he didnâ€™t expect to find was his own mate.
What he never meant to do was hurt her, but things donâ€™t always go to plan.Adult Content.
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It's Marshall's turn. Marshall maybe more surly than Cole and a bit of a misogynist, but not so much
of one that he wouldn't stop and help a women in distress out. Which is how he found his mate,
though it took Connor to point it out since they were to busy one upping each other to notice. Elle
came to the mountain to commune with nature, she had been out of sorts for a while. Finding her
mate was not in the plans, and a shifter, worse a bear. Elle is not one to fight fate, but she isn't
going to just go along quietly either. Great story! Loved Marshall and Elle. Connor has now turned
his attention to the Clan. Can't wait for the next book!

Marshall, the brother bear that nobody likes. He doesn't even like himself.I can't say that I liked this
story. I didn't dislike it but it was annoying. The main complaint is all the snark and bad attitudes.
Between every single character. They were all mean mouthed and it made them seem flat and
undeveloped. A one trick pony so to speak. Very disappointing.Have you ever been around childish
bickering and felt trapped by the immaturity? You want to yell, "shut it!", or leave and find a better
caliber of friends? No one finds that atmosphere enjoyable.If all the plot is bad attitudes and
brashness and there isn't any counteraction to it the book is a flop in my opinion.

Brothers Clan's Special MarshalM.L. BriersðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸI always enjoy reading
M.L.Briers, Her characters are witty, strong and seductive. There is always lots of laughter in her
books. I have been a long time fan. Her writing is on point. I could binge reading on her books for
days.Marshall is a gorgeous large bear shifter and Elle is a BBW witch who can and will stand on
her own two feet. If you are like me then these two will have you in stitches. I highly recommend this
book.

I bought this book anticipating a good short story in the same vein as the "Brothers" series, and I
was not disappointed. Am hoping that this is the start of another great series, this one centering
around the misfit bear clan that shares the mountain with the white wolf pack.If you have read the
aforementioned 'Brothers' series by Ms. Briers, then you are already familiar with a couple of bears
you will meet in this book. Marshall is the kind of man/bear most shifters make it a point to stay
away from. He's mean, hot-headed, aggressive, and grumpy as all get-out. And the last thing he
needs (or wants) in life is a mate. And especially not one who's a witch. His clan is changing, some
of them are finding mates, and he thinks that maybe it's time for him to move on somewhere
else.But fate has other plans in store for Marshall, and he is about to find out that what we think we
don't want, may actually be just what we need. I would definitely recommend this book to fans of M.
L. Briers and A. B. Lee. And if you've read the 'Brothers' series already, you will enjoy seeing return
visits from the witch Chelsea, her bear mate Tyler, the wolf pack alpha Justice, and our resident
snarky vampire Connor. Good reading at a great Kindle Unlimited price. What better reasons to buy
the book?

I really enjoyed reading this story. When Marshall was mentioned in Colin's book, I felt he should be
given one as well. This story is a little similar to Tyler's but had enough differences to keep it

interesting. I loved the verbal fighting between Marshall and Elle. Some of that was downright
hilarious. I am looking forward to reading more by this author.
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